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M O N T A N A KAIMIN
F r i d a y

Kaimin is a Salish word for paper

April 18, 2003 — Issue 93

Fall fees to go up for art, lab courses
Friday forum
allows students to
discuss fee increase
Natalie Storey
Montana Kaimin

Sculptors, print makers
and painters will have to pay
more to attend their classes
at the University of Montana
for the upcoming fall semester.
Fees for many hands-on
classes at UM will increase in
the fall because of rising costs

of supplies, department heads
say, and those fees are here
to stay.
The fee for taking a print
making class will increase
from $50 to $65, painting
classes will cost $7 more and
the fees for classes in sculpture are being increased from
$31 to $35, as well as many
others.
Some courses that did not
have fees before will have
fees in the fall, such as
advanced geochemistry, which
will have a fee of $22.
Friday there will be an

open forum in the UC
Theater to discuss tuition
increases, and course fee
increases will also be
explained and discussed, said
Bob Duringer, vice president
for Administration and
Finance. The forum will be
from 9 to 10 a.m.
Shirley Howell, dean of the
School of Fine Arts, said the
fees for many art classes have
not increased for more than a
decade while costs have continued to climb.
“We are always concerned
about costs, but we are con-

cerned about the quality of
the students’ experience, too,”
she said. “If they don’t have
quality materials, they won’t
be able to do anything creative.”
Cathryn Mallory, co-chairwoman of the art department,
said she and others try to
keep fees at a bare minimum.
“The fee just buys the necessary material you need to
create,” she said. “And it is
still a lot cheaper than going
out and buying all of your

remained full of interested students as the forum progressed.
Candidates’ responses were
occasionally broken up by scattered applause.
Candidates were given three
minutes to deliver their platforms, then answered questions
from the audience.
While both teams agreed
that work with the state
Legislature is necessary to keep

See FORUM, Page 16

See BROTHER, Page 16

See FEES, Page 16
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Six-year-old David Bingam warms himself in the sun Thursday afternoon while swinging in the ASUM Childcare Center playground. David
says his favorite part of the day is playing on the swings in the afternoon.

Candidates get personal at ASUM forum
Katie Aschim
Montana Kaimin

High emotions and subtle
digs enlivened the ASUM executive candidate forum in the
UC Atrium Thursday.
President and vice-president
candidate teams Christy

Schilke/Cole Price and Aaron
Flint/Gale Price traded barbs
and potshots as they debated
campaign issues ranging from
the writing proficiency test to
Grisss Ride.
“Our opponents say they’re
the voice of experience,” Flint
said. “What has that experience
gotten you? Fee and tuition
increases across the board.”
Schilke retorted, “Four of us
were on ASUM last year, but

only three of us are acting like
we’re a part of it.”
Business manager candidates Averiel Wolff and Matt
Singer also participated in the
forum.
ASUM elections will be held
next Wednesday and Thursday.
A teeming noontime UC
crowd wandered in and out of
the forum as the candidates
spoke. The assembled chairs
and the booths in the atrium

David Espo
AP Special Correspondent

American forces seized a half
brother of Saddam Hussein in a
commando raid Thursday, eager
to interrogate him about secrets
of the old Iraqi regime. The FBI
joined the hunt for irreplaceable
antiquities stolen from the
National Museum in Baghdad.
In northern Iraq, there were
grim hints about life, and death,
under Saddam. Kurds brought
American officials to what they
said was a large area of
unmarked graves around
Kirkuk, a region where thousands of Kurdish men disappeared in the 1980s.
With the fighting all but over,
Americans struggled through
another day of trying to restore
security and vital services for
civilians. Soldiers thwarted a
Baghdad bank robbery over the
protests of Iraqis eager to share
in the loot, and Marines sought
to calm tensions in Mosul after
shooting 17 Iraqis to death in
clashes over the past two days.
“The war is not over,” Defense
Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld
warned an audience at the
Pentagon. But the State
Department awarded Bechtel
Restoration of San Francisco a
contract worth $34 million
immediately and as much as
$680 million over 18 months to
evaluate and repair Iraq’s power,
electrical, water and sewage systems.
And the USS Constellation
steamed from the Persian Gulf
for its home port of San Diego,
carrying dozens of warplanes
that helped bomb Iraqi forces
into submission. It was the second aircraft carrier ordered
home in recent days.
Brig. Gen. Vincent Brooks
announced the capture of
Barzan Ibrahim Hasan, a half
brother of the former Iraqi
leader who is the five of clubs in
the Pentagon’s deck of mostwanted Iraqis. Hasan was an
adviser to Saddam “with extensive knowledge of the regime’s
inner workings,” Brooks said. He
also was responsible for managing Saddam’s wealth, according
to the Coalition for International
Justice, a nonprofit organization
based in The Hague,
Netherlands, and Washington.

Swinging in the sun

Executive hopefuls
draw crowd
for election debate

U.S. forces
get Saddam’s
half brother
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O PINION
Campus Voices

Editorial

Hidden peace protesters
sending the wrong message
There’s never one side to any issue. Just like you can’t
have waffles without syrup, you can’t have a war without
peace protestors.
But lately we have been a little overloaded by the
syrup.
Last Saturday at the peace rally in Caras Park you
could peer over the Higgins Avenue Bridge and see below
you the typical demonstrators. They were standing next
to their worn peace signs that have made an appearance
at every noon-time rally since George W. started talking
about the thought of Iraq or Saddam Hussein.
But this time there was a protester with a black bandanna across his face dressed in a T-shirt reflecting his
political messages. When asked why he donned the mask
he said, “I don’t want my face in the paper.” When asked
what his name was, for journalistic reasons, he refused to
give it.
One word to describe this guy: coward.
Plain and simple.
If these people, like Mr. Bandanna, want their opinion
heard there is no way they are going to get it across by
hiding behind it.
Granted, most protestors are proud of what they say
and are delighted to give us their name but kids like this
just don’t kick it.
We live in a country where you can walk out on any
street curb and lay your opinion out for everyone to hear.
In other countries you could get in serious trouble or even
killed for just thinking about something your government
doesn’t agree with.
So why do some protestors think they have to hide
their beliefs? Maybe because they are afraid of what people will think? If they’re afraid, then why are they at a
public protest drawing attention to themselves?
Don’t be afraid to stand behind your beliefs.
We are proud to be Americans so we can talk freely on
how we perceive our president or how we feel like eating
jam with our waffles instead of syrup.
The reason we are at war is to protect our freedoms
and protect us from crazies like Saddam. It is not about
oil. Saddam is a serious worldwide threat. What does it
take for people to realize he is a terrorist, just as he
always has been?
A bomb dropping into the middle of the Oval with a
note attached that was signed “Saddam with love” might
do the trick.
There will always be disagreements and conflicts
between opinions.
Take part in the debate, but stand up for yourself and
what you believe in.

—Lisa Hornstein
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Flag burning is offensive, pointless
Moments later, I heard a discussion about
what was happening. I joined in saying that
Column by
it was one man and his policies that these
Lee Butterfield
two people were preaching against. Why
burn the symbol that stands for their right
to disagree? A young woman said that it is
I am a 21-year-old veteran. My father is a just a symbol. She said it was a strong symbol for me as a veteran, but not for everyveteran. His dead father is a veteran. My
maternal grandfather is also a veteran. I am body.
Here is the point. The flag is a symbol,
not, however, a person who agrees with
and a strong symbol for those who have
every policy that is brought on by the govserved under it. What did these two people
ernment of the United States of America. I
accomplish in our Oval today? Do they think
am also not a person who believes wars are
that lighting a flag on fire in the middle of
the only solutions to our world’s problems.
I am upset today. I need help understand- our campus is the first thing in the minds of
the Bush administration? Do they feel they
ing what I witnessed Tuesday. I was leaving
are causing a huge movement by setting up
class when a friend of mine came in and
a poorly organized and poorly thought-out
said that a flag was being burned in the
flag burning? No! If the Bush
Oval of our campus. I was
administration even hears
upset, but I also understand
Here is the point. The flag is rumor of such a thing, they
that there is no law against
a symbol, and a strong
will blow it off. To them it is
the burning of the American
symbol
for those who have just a couple more radical
flag. I decided to go pay my
served under it. What did hippies making a scene.
respects and salute this burnSo, I ask again. What did
ing flag. When I walked into
these two people
they
accomplish? They sucthe Oval, my sorrow was put
accomplish in our Oval
ceeded
in offending many of
aside by a strong feeling of
today? Do they think that my veteran friends and me.
disgust. There was Old Glory.
lighting a flag on fire in the Yes, there are veterans on
She was burnt and full of
middle
of our campus is the this campus. These people
holes. That is not what disfirst thing in the minds of have proven that they are no
gusted me. What made me
sick was that the flag was
the Bush administration? better than the administration that they disagree with.
stapled to a dowel rod and
The part that saddens me
propped up using a folding
the most is that the flag was brand new. You
chair and a table. Against the chair was a
can tell a new flag by the color and fabric.
shoddy, badly drawn sign that disagreed
So this morning, or earlier this week, these
with the government’s policies brought on
people paid between $5 and $20 for that
by the current situation our country is in.
burning flag. My grandfathers paid for what
There were two of the people around the
it means in their blood, sweat and tears. My
area. One was a young gentleman playing a
father did too. So did every American soldier
guitar. The other was a lady who looked to
past and present, including my friends and
be in her late 30s or early 40s. She was
me. And I speak for them and myself when I
offering poems to passers-by.
say boo to those who burn our flag with only
A young man approached the lady and
the reason of disagreeing with one man and
stated that her flag looked quite tattered.
his policies.
She said, Yes, that is what happens when
I end this with a warning to all those harBush has been in office for too long. She
boring the idea of duplicating this incident.
asked the man if he would like a poem. He
You have the right to burn it and I have the
declined and stated that disagreed with
right to put it out.
what she was doing to the flag and waited
for a response. The only response the
woman gave him was, “Are you sure? It is
called ‘Let’s Kill Some Iraqis.’”
I walked away, realizing that I could do
nothing to change the fate of the cloth that
had just been burned. I wonder, though,
what did these two people accomplish?

—Lee Butterfield is a freshman in general
studies. He served in Bosnia for the Army.
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O PINION
I won’t. I mourn the
deaths of those soldiers. But
I won’t support more deaths
as atonement.

Letters to the editor

Don’t blame test
for poor scores
Concerning the editorial in
the April 10 Kaimin arguing
against UM’s Upper Division
Writing Proficiency
Assessment: To my mind, the
outcry against the WPA represents one more example of
blaming the messenger for
the bad news. The bad news
is that a great many UM students do not write clear and
cogent English. The WPA
(which is scored by ACT, by
the way, not by UM) is
reporting that news accurately. Unfortunately, it seems
that the grades many receive
in their writing courses do
not reflect the level of their
accomplishments quite so
well.
As to the claim that the
WPA is keeping the Einsteins
in our midst from graduating: Einstein himself wrote
superbly in English, his second language.
Stewart Justman
member,
Provost’s Writing Committee

Soldiers’ deaths
should end war
On Sept. 26, 2001, I
attended a public forum
sponsored by the World
Affairs Council of Montana at
the Urey Lecture Hall at the
University of Montana titled
“Terrorism in America:
What ‘s Next?”
At the question/answer
period I asked questions
about our own probable
response — the response of

the United States. After we
bombed Afghanistan, what
next? I specifically raised the
prospect of invading Iraq and
was told by retired Brig. Gen.
Dale Stovall, former deputy
commanding general of the
Joint Special Operations
Command, that there was
nothing to fear in that
regard. Invading Iraq would
never happen. He was sincere, I believe, when he said
that he thought such a move
would be a very bad idea.
It’s happened.
I also asked for reassurance that our country wasn’t
headed for another Vietnamlike scenario, that the rhetoric of finding terrorists wherever they may be hiding
would not be translated into
justification for an increasingly brutal response to an
increasingly complicated
world. I wanted to know that
we would not be led incrementally into a global guerrilla war that would demand
a huge supply of troops over
the course of many years.
I was told by Stovall that
such a scenario would not
occur, that he had been in
Vietnam and knew that our
country’s response to terrorism would avoid such a long,
bloody conflict. (He also said,
“We are not in the nuclear
business. We learned that
lesson.”)
I don’t feel reassured.
When Secretary of Defense
Donald Rumsfeld on March
21 announced the beginning
of the intensive bombing of
Baghdad, his very first words
cited the deaths of four U.S.
marines. Their deaths provided the material for his
opening statement.
There will be more deaths
and we will be asked to support this war, and the next,
because of them.

Megan McNamer
Misosula

War on Iraq is
generous, godly
We are the most blessed
nation on earth because we
are compassionate and generous, willing to share both our
wealth and our long experience in self government.
Our government has survived because its founders
sought God’s blessing on
their efforts from the beginning. He has, in response,
blessed His experiment by
assigning it a special place in
history. We are grossly disobedient at times, but in His
grace, He is using us once
again to bless a needy nation
and rid it of tyrants.
The protesters in the
streets, miseducated as they
are, know nothing of the generous nature of the nation
which shelters them. They
don’t know how we helped
save Germany from tyranny
in World War I and II; how
we asked nothing from
France in those wars except
enough land to bury our
dead; how we nurture friends
and enemies alike back to
economic health after a conflict.
Japan, once a bitter
enemy, is now an ally
because of our benign occupation policy overseen by Gen.
Douglas MacArthur. The
Berlin Airlift fed our erstwhile enemies when the communists cut off their food
supplies. The Marshall Plan,
fueled by our national debt,
funded economic recovery for
half of Europe. We even subsidize the hostile United
Nations in the futile hope of
buying peace.
Now we are engaged in the

greatest philanthropy we
have ever undertaken, with
the greatest potential for
being misunderstood. To most
of the world, the idea that we
and our allies would sacrifice
our blood and money to
secure the blessings of liberty
for a nation on the other side
of the globe is inconceivable.
Perhaps one day soon, the
Iraqi people and the rabble
in the streets will understand who we are, and who
our Motivator is.
Lola Perrins
Big Timber

UM writing skills
should be tested
As much as we dislike the
Upper Division Writing
Proficiency Test, some cold
hard truth slipped into our
hands on Thursday afternoon
at the Mansfield Library. An
individual was handing out
an “essay” regarding some
political views, which we are
still attempting to decipher.
We would like to share an
excerpt with you:
“At all, now think about
this ... after anarchy happens
to get our junk and homes,
people will feel guilty and
most likely go back to work,
especially if they liked the
job or been at it since year
one!! Sure a lot of restaurants around, proud of them
cook-outs huh??”
It goes on in this vein for
four pages (stapled).
Unfortunately, this is evidence of the fact that perhaps our University should
require an Upper Division
Writing Proficiency Exam. If
you have experience with
glyphs, linguistics, political
theory and or social psychology and would like to help
unearth the meaning of this
document feel free to contact
any ignorant person sleeping
by a rock on the Oval.

Annemarie Frohnhoefer
junior, microbiology
Abby Stolley, junior,
sociology, criminology
Rick Chaffin
sophomore, general studies
Lily McFall, junior, art

Writing a key
skill for physics
As chairman of the
Department of Physics and
Astronomy, I feel compelled to
comment on Brittany
Hageman’s April 10 editorial
concerning the Upper Division
Writing Proficiency Exam. To
become a successful physicist,
proficient writing skills are
essential. In fact, Ms.
Hageman’s implication that
scientists such as Albert
Einstein are poor writers is
completely unfounded.
Einstein was an exceptional
writer.
Although it is not designated as a writing course, my
introductory physics course
(General Physics 221N-222N)
includes a significant writing
component. Almost every week
students must write a 3-5 page
laboratory report. Many of our
upper division physics courses
also require multi-page laboratory reports. I like to think
that these high expectations
have contributed to the fact
that every physics major who
has taken the Writing
Proficiency Exam has earned
the highest possible score.
So, if Ms. Hageman (or any
other student) is worried that
their writing ability may not
meet the standards set by the
Writing Proficiency Exam
Committee, I encourage you to
take a physics course. Perhaps
we can help you prepare for
the exam.
James Jacobs
chairman,
Dept. of Physics and Astronomy

Letters Policy
We’ve got two weeks of publication left
so if you’ve got something to say, it’s the time to say it.
Letters should be no more than 300 words, typed and double-spaced. Writers are limited to two
letters per month. Letters should be mailed, or preferably brought, to the Kaimin office in Room
206 of the Journalism Building with a valid ID for verification. E-mail may be sent to
letters@kaimin.org Letters must include signature (name in the case of E-mail), valid mailing
address, telephone number and student’s year and major, if applicable. All letters are subject to
editing for clarity and brevity. Longer pieces may be
submitted as guest columns.
Guest columns will be printed on Fridays.
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UM Job Fair introduces students to gainful employment
Fred Miller
Montana Kaimin

The second University of
Montana job fair, held in the
UC Ballroom Thursday afternoon, was more successful
than the first one last fall,
its organizers said.
The fair, which ran from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. was organized to bring together jobseeking students and businesses looking to hire them.
Valerie Marsh, a student
employment coordinator with
UM’s Office of Career
Services, said the fair
brought in more than 500
people, a couple hundred
more than came to the one
held at the end of last
August.
Cindy Boies, a counselor
with Career Services, attributed the increase in attendance to students who plan
on finding summer employment in Missoula.

The fall job fair focused
more on campus employers
who were trying to staff
University positions, Boies
said. Thursday’s fair attracted students who were looking for different kinds of jobs
than the ones offered last
fall, she said.
“This one, we specifically
targeted off-campus employers,” Boies said.
About 35 businesses
attended, she said, most
from around Missoula and
Montana.
At least one came from
another state. Dale
Voigtlander, who works with
Spear-o-Wigwam Ranch in
Sheridan, Wyo., said he came
to the job fair because his
ranch had attracted interest
from UM students via the
Internet.
“I thought ‘well, shoot, if I
can come up here and talk to
people in person, I’ll do it,’”
he said.

When trying to get your foot in
the door, make sure it looks good!

MONTANA BOOTLEGGER
SOUTHGATE MALL MISSOULA, MT.

( 4 0 6 )

7 2 1 - 3 4 5 1

Jared Amoss,
director of stadium
operations for the
Missoula Osprey
baseball team, said
he came to the job
fair to begin staffing
some of the 35 to 40
employees the new
stadium will need
throughout the summer.
“We make sure
that people in
Missoula have a
chance to be a part
of minor league
baseball,” he said.
Marsh said the
fair gave employers
an advantage
Matt Hayes/Montana Kaimin
because it allowed
UM junior Juliet Parks (right) fills out a questionnaire for prospective UPS employees
them to see who is
Thursday afternoon at the student job fair in the UC. “ I’m a labor intensive kind of person,” Parks said. “ UPS fits me well.”
available for hire.
With a few excepCareer Services has more
Fair will be held in the
tions, most businesses at the
job fairs planned in the comAdams Center for teaching
fair did not hire on the spot,
ing months, Marsh said. On
candidates. The Big Sky
but gave and accepted job
Sunday, May 4, and Monday,
Career Fair will be held
applications, she said.
May 5, the Educators’ Career October 1.

???

WOULD YOU LIKE $4000 ???

WOULD YOU LIKE $4000, PAID TRAVEL
OPPORTUNITIES, AND A BETTER CHANCE
OF GETTING INTO GRADUATE SCHOOL??
SLOTS ARE AVAILABLE FOR THE
MCNAIR SCHOLARS PROGRAM FOR FALL 2003.

Proposed Increases of
Student Tuition & Fees
- Fiscal Year 04/05 Friday
April 18, 2003
9:00 A.M. to 10:00 A.M.
University Center Theatre
Office of Administration & Finance
The University of Montana

CLIMBING GEAR SALE

April 9th-20th
Trango Vertical
Metolius Freedom
Harness
3-D Harness
00
Reg.
$4495
Reg. $65
SALE $3295
SALE $49 95
Climb Axe
Belay Device
Reg. $1995
SALE $1120

Locking
Biner
Reg. $1200

SALE $840

Sterling 10mm x60 Meter Trango Pulley
Dry Rope Reg. $1995
Reg. $19600 SALE
SALE $13300 $1120

101 S. Higgins • 721-1670

CHECK US OUT AT:
www.umt.edu/tri/mcnair
HOW: Take the test below. If you answer “True” to all the questions then e-mail
lacounte@selway.umt.edu for application information

T or F

I am an undergraduate scheduled to graduate
no sooner than 2004.

T or F

I have a 3.0 GPA or above.

T or F

Neither of my parents has a BA degree AND I
receive financial aid; OR I am African American,
Hispanic or Native American

T or F

I will have completed at least 60 undergraduate
credits by September 2003.

T or F

I aspire to earn a Ph.D. someday.

T or F

I would like to receive financial support while I
do a research project in my field.

T or F

I would like to be paid to attend conferences in
my field.

T or F

I would like to have expenses
paid to visit prospective
grad. schools, receive a GRE
fee waiver, and receive
waivers for grad. school
application fees.
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U.S. meets with Arafat for first time since June
JERUSALEM (AP) — A U.S.
congressional delegation met
with Palestinian leader Yasser
Arafat and the newly appointed
Palestinian prime minister on
Thursday, smoothing the way for
a U.S.-backed peace plan that
envisions a Palestinian state.
It was the first high-level
meeting between U.S. officials
and the embattled Arafat since
President George W. Bush effectively boycotted him in June,
conditioning Palestinian statehood on Arafat’s departure.
The talks, however, were not
sanctioned by the State
Department.
The three congressmen said
Arafat assured them he would
give designated Prime Minister
Mahmoud Abbas, also known as
Abu Mazen, real power to lead
Palestinians — a key demand
for the peace plan to move forward.
“Arafat agreed,” said Rep.
Nick Rahall, D-W.Va. “He has to

give Abu Mazen the freedom
and authority to lead the
Palestinians.”
The talks came as clashes
erupted between Israeli troops
and Palestinians on the West
Bank and Gaza Strip. Soldiers
shot and killed a 16-year-old in
the West Bank and shot a 17year-old in the chest in Rafah
on the Gaza Strip. Witnesses
said the boys were throwing
stones at troops.
In 30 months of violence
between the Israelis and
Palestinians, about 2,269
Palestinians have been killed.
On the Israeli side, there have
been 758 deaths.
Part of the U.S.-backed “road
map” calls for the cessation of
violence. It also calls for the
eventual withdrawal of Israeli
troops from the West Bank and
Gaza. Under the plan, a provisional Palestinian state could be
formed as soon as this year.
The so-called road map is

expected to be unveiled once
Abu Mazen confirms his new
government, which could occur
as early as Sunday.
“Abu Mazen will present his
government to the Palestinian
Legislative Council by Sunday,”
Palestinian Planning Minister
Nabil Shaath said Thursday.
British Prime Minister Tony
Blair, meanwhile, invited Israeli
Prime Minister Ariel Sharon to
England for talks. Sharon’s
office said it was reviewing the
invitation.
Sharon, like Bush, has
refused to deal with Arafat.
Israeli troops all but confined
Arafat to his bombed out office
compound a year ago. Sharon
has said, however, he is willing
to start talks with Abu Mazen
once the government is formed.
“There is a road map that
has been worked out…and we
should now pursue peace,” said
Rep. Darrell Issa, R-Calif.
Maurice Hinchey, D-N.Y., was

also part of the U.S. delegation.
Jeffery Feltman, a
spokesman for U.S. Consulate
in Jerusalem, said the State
Department “did not think (the
delegation’s visit) was a good
idea. The administration does
not believe that Mr. Arafat is an
interlocutor for peace,” he said.
Senior Israeli officials also
disapproved of the meeting.
Israel accuses Arafat of sponsoring terrorism and failing to rein
in militants.
Palestinians said the visit
signaled a thawing in U.S.Palestinian relations.
“For a long time, the
Americans didn’t visit Arafat,”
said Saeb Erekat, Palestinian
Cabinet minister. “The visit
shows good American support
for the road map and a real will
to revive the peace process in
the region.”
Rep. Rahall said Arafat had
served as “a symbol of the
Palestinian drive for a state and

PRESIDENT GEORGE M. DENNISON
WEEKLY OPEN OFFICE HOURS

Why Pay Rent
This Summer?

Spring Semester 2003
Tuesday, April 22nd
Wednesday, April 30th
Wednesday, May 4th

2:00
1:00
8:30

- 4:00 PM
PM - 3:00 PM
AM - 10:00 AM
PM

Instead of paying rent this summer for a place
you won’t use until fall, you can reserve a brand
new, luxury apartment at Crestview. We’ll hold
a 1,2 or 3-bedroom unit for you, rent free. In
addition to saving money, you’ll get amenities
including a heated pool and spa, exercise room,
covered parking, decks and balconies,
washer/dryer and dishwasher.
Crestview Apartments open in
July, but we’re leasing now.
Call 721-8990 or 327-1212.

Appointments Appreciated --- 243-2311
Leave a message for the President at 243-PRES (243-7737)
or e-mail at prestalk @ mso.umt.edu

BOB WARD

& Sons
SPORTING GOODS

self-determination,” but that
“sometimes one has to realize
that it is time to step aside and
give someone else a chance to
take the reins.”
The three congressmen
would meet with Syrian
President Basher Assad on
Sunday, Rahall said. Senior U.S.
officials have accused Syria of
providing Iraq with war material and harboring terrorists.
The West Bank and Gaza
Strip, meanwhile, remained
under a tight closure after
Israeli officials received information that Palestinian militants were planning attacks
during the Jewish holiday of
Passover, which began
Wednesday.
Last year, a Palestinian suicide bomber blew himself up in
a hotel in the Israeli seaside
resort of Netanya during a
Passover meal, killing 29, the
bloodiest single Palestinian
attack in the 2 1/2 year conflict.

Montana’s Largest
Sporting Goods Store

WEEKEND SALE - ENDS SATURDAY 4/19!
LH Management

327-1212

Missoula • 3015 Paxson

Entire Stock Entire Stock of
of Footwear THE NORTH FACE

20%-50%

Outerwear, Tekware
& A5Sportswear

OFF

20% OFF

Sug. Retail

Hiking • Athletic Sandals
Golf • Baseball/Softball
NIKE • NEW BALANCE
MERRELL • SALOMON
THE NORTH FACE
TEVA • REEF
AND MORE!

Sug. Retail

Summer Semester 2003
Plan Your Classes and Register Toda
for Summer Semester 2003
montanasummer.com

FREE Summer Semester Catalogs are
available at The Bookstore, Griz Central,
and the James E. Todd Building






Accelerate your academic career
Graduate early
Save $$ when you register for 12-21 credits
Complete General Education Requirements
Replace a grade
Questions?
406-243-4470
summer@mso.umt.edu

We’ll mail a catalog to
your friends and family... GUARANTEE Your
Summer Classes
Request one today at
montanasummer.com
Register via Cyberbear

www.umt.edu/cyberbear

and pay your
fees by May 16
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That’s grrreat…

Bret Ferris/Montana Kaimin

UM grad student Jess Kehoe scratches the belly of her roommate’s dog, Quest, Thursday afternoon at Dornblaser Field. Kehoe and Quest were watching Quest’s owner play in an intramural ultimate
frisbee game.

10% off
for Kaimin Readers

Mind Still on
Spring Break?

during our

Grand Opening Months, March - May 2003
Fine Art, Glass, Sculpture, Furniture, Quilts,
Soaps, Jewelry, Candles and more...

Art Missoula, LLC, 219 W. Broadway

Bicardi’s new pre-mixed
party drinks available
now to enhance memories
at Krisco Liquor!

4th Annual
MATH Film

Festival
1:10-1:15
1:15-2:05
2:10-3:05
3:10-4:05
3:35-4:05
4:10-5:10

Opening Remarks
Fantastic World of M.C. Escher
Music of The Spheres
Transition to Chaos
Donald in Mathmagic Land
Proof: Fermat’s Last Theorem

7:00
9:00

(Pi)
A Beautiful Mind

“We’ve Got the
Recipe”
1200 W Kent Ave
(Next to the Kent St.
U.S. Post Office)
Mon - Sat 9am - 8pm
549-7242
Wholesale/Retail
Distributor
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UM groups planning for anti-gay protesters’ picketing
Alyson Tolley
Montana Kaimin

For the second time in two
years, Westboro Baptist Church
has designated Missoula as a
stop on its never-ending anti-gay
picketing protest.
Also for the second time in as
many years, their arrival at UM
will be met with counter-protests.
On Wednesday, ASUM passed
a resolution supporting diversity
and peaceful protests against the
group. Also, a meeting Tuesday
at the UC Commons will begin
planning for the group’s May 10
arrival.
The small protest group,
mostly consisting of family members of the church’s founder,
Pastor Fred Phelps, last visited
Missoula on October 15, 2001.
The church is based in Topeka,
Kansas.

Their last visit occurred near
the three-year anniversary of
University of Wyoming student
Matthew Shepard’s death.
Shepard, an openly gay 21-yearold, died after being kidnapped
and beat by two men, tied to a
fence and left for dead.
The small group protested on
the corner of Eddy and Arthur
avenues, while a crowd of 200plus counter-protesters gathered
across the street in front of the
Gallagher Building.
The WBC is coming to
Missoula this time to picket a
UM Department of Drama and
Dance performance of “The
Laramie Project,” which is
appearing on campus for the first
time, and to protest churches
around Missoula that WBC
members say are gay-friendly.
“The Laramie Project” is a
verbatim account of people who

were living in Laramie at the
time of the incident and their
reaction to Shepard’s murder.
Director Jillian Campana, a
professor in the drama and dance
department, said Phelps is a
character in the play and his
protest at Shepard’s funeral is
recorded as part of the performance.
Campana said Phelps’ protest
actually furthers acceptance of
diversity.
“The beauty of him coming,”
Campana said, “is people who in
some way condone a bias (can)
see this creature who is so vile
and disgusting (and) they don’t
want to align themselves with
him.”
Campana said the best way
for people to protest Phelps is to
go see the play.
“He doesn’t want people to see
it, so come see it,” she said.

Another counter-protest similar to the one held two years ago
will be planned by UM’s Lambda
Alliance, a gay and lesbian support and activism group, during
a community planning meeting
on Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the UC
Commons.
“We are going to outline our
ideas for a peaceful response to
picketing by Westboro Church
and to gather ideas from the
community,” said Kris Monson,
Lambda special events coordinator and treasurer.
Monson said one planned idea
is a candlelight vigil that would
be held after the final performance of “The Laramie Project”
outside the PAR/TV Center,
where the play will be held.
He also said Lambda wants
the gathering to be focused on
celebrating “The Laramie
Project,” and bringing the com-

munity together to celebrate its
diversity.
Phelps says he has picketed in
more than 22,000 places in the
past decade.
He and other WBC protesters
have picketed at several different
universities this year and been
met with counter-protests in
most places.
In early March they protested
another production of “The
Laramie Project” at Mary
Washington College in
Fredricksburg, Va. Nearly 200
students gathered in a counterprotest similar to the one being
planned at UM.
“The Westboro Baptist Church
is welcome to speak what they
believe and we don’t want to censor them,” Monson said. “But we
want to respond with our side
and welcome the dialogue.”

Suspect charged in 15-year-old murder of Billings teen
CASPER, Wyo. (AP) - More
than 15 years after the body of
Lisa Marie Kimmell of Billings,
Mont., was pulled from the
North Platte River, a suspect
has been charged in her slaying.
Dale Wayne Eaton, 57, was
charged Thursday with eight
counts in the 1988 rape and
slaying of the 18-year-old.
Eaton was allegedly linked
to Kimmell’s murder by a DNA

match, court documents said.
The announcement brought
some satisfaction to former
Sheriff Dave Dovala, whose
office was haunted by an inability to solve the case.
Two anglers discovered the
body of Kimmell on April 2,
1988. Investigators said she had
been sexually assaulted, hit in
the head and stabbed several
times before being thrown from
Government Bridge off Wyoming

Highway 220.
Eaton, who was recently
extradited from a Colorado
prison to face charges unrelated
to the homicide, is now also
charged with first-degree premeditated murder, aggravated
kidnapping, aggravated robbery, first-degree sexual assault
and second-degree sexual
assault, plus three counts of
first-degree felony murder.
Sheila Kimmell, Lisa Marie’s

mother, could not be reached
for comment at her Denver
home Thursday.
The big break in the case
came last summer when
Kimmell’s black Honda CRX Si
was unearthed by sheriff ’s officials on property in Moneta
owned by Eaton.
Investigators began searching the property after being
notified by the Wyoming State
Crime Lab on July 16, 2002,

that a blood sample drawn from
Eaton at the Rawlins state
prison in 1998 matched a sample recovered from Kimmell’s
body after her death.
Kimmell was last seen
March 25, 1988, behind the
wheel of the black Honda when
she was stopped for speeding on
Interstate 25 near Douglas. The
teen, who grew up in Billings,
had been traveling from Denver
to Cody to see her boyfriend.

Montana Science Fair 2003
THANK
YOU!

Thanks to this year’s financial sponsors: The UM Foundation Excellence
Fund, Offices of the President, Academic Affairs, Student Affairs,
Research and Development, and the Missoula Exchange Club. Thanks
to the sponsors of special awards; to the food contributors
and service providers; and to community members, coordinators,
judges and helpers who generously volunteered their time and talents.

SPECIAL AWARDS
Air Force Research Laboratory Century of Flight
American Heart Association
American Meteorological Society
ASM International Foundation
Association of Women Geoscientsts
Auxiliary to the Montana Veterinary Medical Association
Discovery Young Scientist Challenge 2003
Eastman Kodak Company
Earth & Environ. Science/Air Force Weather Agency/XOGM
Grand Awards
Hach Company Healthy Water, Healthy People Water Quality
Herbert Hoover Young Engineer
INTEL Excellence in Computer Science
INTEL Excellence in Environmental Health & Safety
Jim Cusker
Madison Valley Ranchlands Group – Weed Committee
Missoula Exchange Club Scholarship & Cash Awards
Montana Energy Education Council/NorthWestern Energy
Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks
Montana Science Teachers Association (MSTA)-Creighton D. Steiner Memorial
National Assoc. of Corrosion Engineers (NACE) International
National Center for Appropriate Technology’s (NCAT)
Sustainable Energy
National Youth Science Camp
Northern Rocky Mountain Branch of the American
Association for Laboratory Animal Science
NorthWestern Energy Conservation
Outstanding Junior-High and High Schools
Promethium Chapter of Iota Sigma Pi, National Honor
Society for Women in Chemistry
Scientific American Subscriptions
Society for In Vitro Biology
The International Society for Optical Engineering
The Reuben A. Diettert Volunteer Award
U.M. College of Arts & Sciences
U.M. Department of Chemistry
U.M. Department of Computer Science
U.M. Department of Environmental Studies
U.M. Department of Geography
U.M. Department of Mathematics
U.M. Department of Physics and Astronomy
U.M. Department of Psychology
U.M. Division of Biological Sciences
U.M. Foundation Scholarships
U.M. School of Forestry
U.M. School of Pharmacy and Allied Health Sciences
U.S. Air Force
U.S. Army
U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Service
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services/
U.S. Public Health Services
U.S. Metric Association
U.S. Navy/Marine Corps

Water Environmental Fed. Stockholm Junior Water Prize
Yale Science and Engineering Association, Inc.

FOOD CONTRIBUTORS AND SERVICES
Albertson’s
Coca Cola Bottling Company
FirstCall Computer Solutions
Grapevine--Bozeman
KECI, KGVO, KPAX, KTMF, KUFM, MCAT
Missoula County Sheriff’s Cadets
Missoulian
U.M. Adams Center
U.M. Athletics
U.M. Business Services
U.M. Campus Quick Copy
U.M. Computing and Information Services/
Telecommunication Services
U.M. Facilities Services–Maintenance Custodial,
Ground & Labor
U.M. Enrollment Services
U.M. Presentation Technologies
U.M. Printing & Graphic Services/Campus Quick Copy
U.M. Public Safety
U.M. University Relations
U.M. University Theater

MONETARY GIFTS

Awin Management, Inc./Allied Waste North American, Inc.
Beaudette Consulting Engineers, Inc.
Blackfoot Telephone Cooperative, Inc.
CRS Hardware Corporation
Dennis & Phyllis Washington Foundation
Drs. Byron and Judith Olson, M.D.
Dr. Donald and Priscilla Maclean, M.D.
Dr. Minott and Jan Pruyn, D.V.M.
Dr. Paul and Christine Kilzer
Dr. Vincent W. Meng, D.D.S., P.C.
Dr. Walter H. and Peggy Peschel, M.D.
Dr. William and Joanne Reynolds
Ed Buzzetti
First Security Bank
Jack Riska Insulation, Inc.
James A. McNay, C.P.A., P.C.
James and Opal Congdon
Jeffries Court Reporting, Inc.
John R. Court Reporting, Inc.
John R. Daily, Inc.
J. Thomas Bulger
M.A.R.S. Stout
Missoula Hearing, Inc.
Montana Transfer Company
NorthWestern Energy
Temp-Rite Service, Inc.
The Muralt Family Foundation

The

Wilderness &
Civilization Program
Accepting Applications through May 10th

x A Field and Campus Program
x Study Wildlands & Land Ethics
x Interdisciplinary Coursework
x Wilderness Studies Minor
x Compliments any Major
www.forestry.umt.edu/wc
wi@forestry.umt.edu
University Hall 303, 243-5361
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The many uses of the standard picnic table

Matt Hayes/Montana Kaimin

Hellgate High School freshman Ty Lemke grinds a picnic table Thursday evening in Caras Park. Lemke hopes the
weather stays nice this weekend so he can get out and keep skating.

46 pistoleers may be in cockpits by Easter
GLYNCO, Ga. (AP) — As
many as 46 commercial airline
pilots could be flying with semiautomatic pistols on their hips
beginning this Sunday.
That’s if they all manage to
make it through a rigorous
week of training that ends
Saturday at a federal law
enforcement training center.
Two had already washed out by
Thursday. The rest sported
bruises, bumps and cuts after
intense one-on-one drills in
fending off a terrorist.
“They’re fighting and shooting,” said Capt. Steve Luckey, a
retired pilot who chairs the Air
Line Pilots Association’s national security committee.
Luckey, who successfully lobbied Congress to get guns into
the cockpit, came to Glynco’s
naval air station-turned training center to watch the sweaty,
banged-up pilots practice striking and grappling with attackers in close quarters.
He and other pilots say
they’re delighted with the train-

ing the Bush administration
developed, despite its earlier
objections to arming pilots as
potentially dangerous and disruptive. The airlines also
opposed weapons on the flight
deck for the same reasons.
The Transportation Security
Administration, which runs the
new training course, won’t disclose why the two pilots didn’t
make the grade. Robert
Johnson, TSA spokesman, said
pilots could fail to graduate for
reasons such as an inability to
finish the training or failing
psychological tests that indicate
whether a pilot would be able to
kill another person.
Ivan Kalister, who heads specialized training for the TSA,
said the pilots are excellent students. “If we give them the
basic tools, they will be able to
respond well if they’re
attacked,” he said.
Some of the pilots had blistered trigger fingers after they
shot a total of 8,000 rounds
from their semiautomatic pis-

tols Wednesday night. Most had
at least a cut, bruise or lump
from the intense one-on-one
exercises.
Many of the pilots chosen for
the program are familiar with
guns because they had worked
in law enforcement or the military. But some had not used
weapons before.
The Transportation Security
Agency selected men and
women of a variety of ages,
backgrounds and sizes because
the agency wanted to test the
new training program on different kinds of people.
“This is the beta version. It
won’t be pretty but it will get
done,” Johnson said. He said
the course will be modified as
officials learn more about how
to do it.
One thing the pilots want to
change is the way they have to
carry their weapons, in a locked
case. When they leave the cockpit, even just to use the restroom, they’re supposed to stow
the gun in a lockbox.

Study: Pollution down;
MT smelter was in top 5
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Environmental pollution in
North America dropped 5
percent between 1995 and
2000, according to a new
study by the Commission for
Environmental Cooperation
set up under the North
American Free Trade
Agreement.
It also shows that during
those years, the Asarco Inc.
smelter in East Helena,
which is now closed, was one
of the top five polluters in
America.
The study released
Thursday said two of the
most notable trends reflected in the overall decline are
a 28 percent drop in the
amount of chemicals emitted
into the air and a 41 percent
increase in the amount of
chemicals sent largely to offpremise landfills.
In 2000, the total amount
of pollution released or
transferred elsewhere in the
United States, Canada and
Mexico was 3.6 million tons,
1.5 million tons of it going
into the air, water or
ground, the study says. Of
the remainder, more than 1
million tons went to recycling operations and the rest
was sent for treatment,
energy recovery or disposal.
“It’s a good news-bad
news picture. The large
facilities are continuing to
track downwards on their
releases overall. But then
when you look at the small
‘p’ polluters they’re tracking
upward,” said Victor
Shantora, acting executive
director of the Montrealbased commission.
Electric utilities, steel
mills, chemical makers and
other industries in three
states, Texas, Ohio and
Pennsylvania, and Canada’s
Ontario province accounted
for as much as a fourth of
the continent’s pollutants,
the study found.
The five facilities reporting the largest total releases
of pollution were operated
by Kennecott Utah Copper
in Magna, Utah; Chemical
Waste Management in
Arlington, Ore.; Asarco Inc.
in East Helena, Mont. and
in Hayden Ariz.; and
Magnesium Corp. of America
in Rowley, Utah.
Fourteen percent of the
total pollution was in the
form of chemicals such as
styrene, lead and chromium
and their compounds that

SUPPORT
RECYCLING!
Party
Pig

are known or suspected carcinogens, the study said.
Among the carcinogens,
styrene was at the top of air
pollutants, more than
30,000 tons in 2000, the
study said. The five biggest
sources were facilities operated by Ameripol Synpol
Corp. in Port Neches, Texas;
Aguaglass Corp. in
Adamsville and in McEwen,
Tenn.; and Lasco Bathware
Inc. in Cordele, Ga., and in
Yelm, Wash.
To establish the trend
between 1995 and 2000, the
study compares only those
chemicals and industries
that have consistently
reported their pollution each
of those years. Using those
figures, the total amount of
environmental pollutants
released and transferred has
decreased from 1.448 million
tons in 1995 to 1.381 million
tons in 2000.
The study’s authors noted
that the trend shows several
mixed pictures, reducing onsite releases in some cases
but sending more wastes to
landfills, treatment plants
and other places away from
their facilities.
Larger polluters, those
reporting at least 110 tons
annually, showed a 7 percent
decline in the amount of
chemicals from 1998 to
2000, though they still
accounted for about ninetenths of all pollution
reported. Smaller polluters,
those reporting less than
110 tons, showed a 32 percent increase during that
time.
The study covers most
industry in the United
States and Canada, with
companies in Mexico starting to voluntarily report
figures.

CAMP COUNSELORS
Summer in New England!
H a v e f u n . M a k e a d i f f e r e n c e.

CAMP GREYLOCK & ROMACA
SEEK CARING, ENERGETIC
COUNSELORS AND COACHES.
Co-ed staffs, competitive salaries,
room & board. Internships are available. Located in the Berkshire
Mountains of Massachusetts, 2.5
hours from Boston & NYC.
Archery, Baseball, Basketball, Climbing Wall,
Creative Arts, Drama, Football, Golf,
Gymnastics, Hiking, Inline-Hockey, Lacrosse,
Mountain Biking, Sailing, Soccer, Softball,
Swimming, Tennis, Volleyball, Waterskiing, plus
nursing

and

administrative

positions.

Beautiful waterfront campus
Outstanding group of people
Very rewarding summer
Camp Greylock for Boys
800-842-5214
www.campgreylock.com
Camp Romaca for Girls
888-2-romaca
www.campromaca.com

Come to the Kettlehouse and
explore their recyclable beer
container options.
Mon - Th 3-9 Fri - Sat 12-9
602 Myrtle • 728-1660
www.kettlehouse.com

What are you doing this summer?
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Bush calls for quick end to sanctions on Iraq
CRAWFORD, Texas (AP) —
The Bush administration
began building a case
Thursday for swift removal of
U.N. sanctions against Iraq,
arguing that the collapse of
Saddam Hussein’s regime
has eliminated the need for
crippling economic restrictions.
President Bush’s proposal
probably faces a long and
divisive debate. Some
Security Council members
want detailed assurances
about the U.N.’s role in Iraq
before agreeing to lift sanctions. Bush administration
officials have suggested the
U.N. could take the lead in
humanitarian efforts, but
they want the United States

and Britain to control the
political and economic reconstruction of Iraq.
“Now that the regime of
Saddam Hussein has been
ended, the current sanctions
situation doesn’t reflect the
situation on the ground in
Iraq,” White House deputy
press secretary Claire
Buchan said. “We look forward to at some point in the
future working with the
United Nations to lift those
sanctions so Iraq can participate in the global economy.”
The administration
pressed its case as Bush
relaxed at his Texas ranch.
He called a key ally, Spanish
Prime Minister Jose Maria
Aznar, and the two discussed

“European support for a new
Iraq,” as well as Middle East
peace, Buchan said.
Bush was accompanied at
the ranch by National
Security Adviser Condoleezza
Rice, and other aides were
available by secure video
hookups. Bush received his
routine intelligence and
national security briefings.
The president is to return
to the White House on
Monday. His only planned
outing from the ranch is for
Easter services on Sunday.
The United States wants
the United Nations to lift the
sanctions even though a 1991
U.N. resolution stipulates
that the sanctions should
remain in place until the

U.N. certifies that Iraq has
been disarmed of weapons of
mass destruction. American
investigators are searching
Iraq for suspected weapons
but caution that it could take
years to fully account for
them.
While Bush called broadly
for lifting sanctions, the
United States may ask that
some restrictions remain in
place to ensure that Iraq
does not export weapons
technology, a U.S. official
said.
At a European Union summit Thursday in Greece,
leaders hoping to heal a bitter split over the war backed
Bush’s call on sanctions. But
in a statement drafted by

pro-war Britain and Spain
and anti-war France and
Germany, the EU pushed
anew for a central postwar
role for the U.N.
Separately, Russian
Foreign Minister Igor Ivanov
said sanctions can’t be
removed until it is determined whether Iraq is free of
banned weapons. Council
diplomats, speaking on condition of anonymity, said
Russia and other members
are expected to press for the
return of U.N. weapons
inspectors, which were
ordered out of Iraq by
Secretary-General Kofi
Annan just before the war
started and not invited back
by the United States.

Trial for MSU horse deaths begins Afghan agents arrest
feared Taliban head

BOZEMAN (AP) — A
Montana State University
employee went on trial
Wednesday accused of criminal negligence in the dehydration deaths of nine horses on
campus property last summer.
MSU Farm Manager Kim
Anderson faces nine counts of
misdemeanor cruelty to animals.
The dead animals were
part of a herd of 20 university-owned horses in a pasture
where the creek went dry and
there was no other access to
water.
By the time workers discovered the lack of water, six
horses had already died; three
others were suffering from
severe dehydration and could
not be saved.
In opening arguments,

Anderson’s attorney Brian
Gallik argued the deaths were
the result of misunderstandings among university personnel, not Anderson’s negligence.
“Yes, tragically these horses died of dehydration,”
Gallik said. “But the reason
they died is because of the
breakdown of communication
within the Department of
Animal Science.”
Gallik argued that several
employees shared responsibility for maintaining the university’s horses.
Deputy Gallatin County
Attorney Eric Kitzmiller
argued the responsibility for
the horses fell squarely on
Anderson.
“The evidence will establish beyond a reasonable

doubt that the farm manager
Kim Anderson is responsible
for maintaining the herd of
horses ... and that as a result
of his substantial neglect in
not checking that water supply ... nine horses died,”
Kitzmiller said.
Cory Stott, an MSU
employee who works with
livestock, testified Wednesday
that he put the horses out to
pasture in June at Anderson’s
request. After that, he said he
made weekly checks on cattle
in an adjacent field but did
not regularly check on the
horses.
Anderson remains an MSU
employee, but his job duties
no longer include caring for
livestock, said Leslie Taylor,
the university’s chief legal
counsel.

3 KINGS PO’BOYS
Guess what’s happening at

Missoula’s only authentic
Po’Boy Shop featuring french
baguettes from LePetit Bakery.
We have over 15 varieties of Po’Boys, such
as fried shrimp, fresh catfish and hot roast
beef with our homemade gravy to choose
from. Cajun specialties such as Jackson
Jammin Jambalaya, Sean’s Shrimp Creole
are also a hit, if you can stand the heat.
Lawrence King
Owner/Manager

Monday  Friday • : am to : pm

2 for 1 Po’Boy

3 Kings Po’Boys
Buy any Po’Boy for regular price and
get one of equal value or less free.
Offer valid until May 1, 2003
One Per Customer Per Visit

KABUL, Afghanistan (AP)
— Afghan agents arrested a
former Taliban leader in the
feared ministry that enforced
bans on girls’ schools, cardplaying, and even kite-flying,
officials said Thursday.
Moulawi Qalamuddin was
arrested several days ago in
the Baraki Barak district of
Logar province, east of
Kabul, a senior intelligence
official told The Associated
Press on condition of
anonymity.
Qalamuddin served under
the Taliban regime as deputy
head of the Vice and Virtue
Ministry and as deputy minister of mosques and Hajj _
the annual Muslim pilgrimage to holy sites in Saudi
Arabia. When the hardline
Taliban government fell in
2001, Qalamuddin was head
of the National Olympic
Committee.
Under the Taliban, the
powerful Vice and Virtue
Ministry deployed some
32,000 enforcers around the
country who harassed women

if their head-to-toe burqa
veils did not cover all. They
also harassed men if their
beards did not meet the
length required under the
Taliban’s version of Islam.
Vice and Virtue squads
also forced shopkeepers to
close during prayer time, and
raided shops looking for
videotape movies. They
enforced Taliban bans on
girls’ schools, television,
card-playing, kite-flying and
women’s public baths.
At times, they carted off
offenders to their own ministry jails.
On Thursday, state TV
called on all people who had
serious complaints against
Qalamuddin to report to the
intelligence directorate in
Kabul.
Since a U.S.-led war toppled the Taliban regime, the
Vice and Virtue Ministry has
been downgraded to a government department with
300 staff, 50 of them women,
who merely offer instruction
on Islamic moral standards.

Car Accident Victims:
A new free report has recently been released that reveals information every car accident
victim should have before they speak to anyone. Research shows that even a “fender
bender” can cause pain, headaches, loss of energy, fatigue, irritability and even arthritis.
Many car accident victims worry more about their car than they do their rights. If you have
been involvd in an auto accident, listen to the toll-free recorded message by calling:

1-800-800-4960 ext. 9893.
9893
The call is free and so is the report.

Car Accident Victims
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Indian Law Week to shed light on current issues
Jared Ritz
Montana Kaimin

The first Indian Law Week is
coming to University of
Montana’s School of Law next
week, bringing to light some of
the issues that American
Indians in Montana face.
Dion Killsback, the president
of the Native American Law
Student Association, said the
group has been talking about
having some sort of activity to
show diversity at the law
school. Montana is home to
seven Indian reservations, the
third-year law student said.
The activities planned for next

week are a way of educating
the public and local legal officials on the law issues facing
American Indians today.
Indian law stretches back
hundreds of years, Killsback
said.
“It’s a body of law that developed out of centuries of common
law and centuries of congressional legislation,” he said.
The relationship between
American Indians and the U.S.
government is a unique and
special one, Killsback said,
filled with different kinds of
laws and compromises that
leave a substantial body of history.

He said the prevalence of
American Indians in Montana
makes these activities especially important.
“Indians in Montana make
up a good number of the population,” he said. “It’s a very specialized and very important
part of law in general. Very
rarely will you not encounter
Indian law issues.”
One of these issues will be
addressed by the showing of
“Blood of the Earth: Water
Rights on the Flathead Indian
Reservation.” According to a
press release about the week’s
activities, the film is “a news
documentary about the current

negotiations taking place on the
Flathead Indian Reservation
over reserved and aboriginal
water rights.” The film will be
shown at 4:30 p.m. Monday at
the law school’s Castles Center.
Another event Killsback is
excited about is a guest lecture
by Elouise Cobell, the lead
plaintiff in a case accusing the
U.S. government of mishandling billions of dollars set to go
to American Indians in trust
dollars. Cobell received the
2002 International Women’s
Forum award for “women who
make a difference,” and recently received an honorary doctorate degree from Montana State

University. She will lecture
Tuesday in the Castles Center
at 10 a.m.
Other events include the
Indian Child Welfare Act
Conference, set for Wednesday
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the
Holiday Inn Express Hotel; a
guest lecture starting at 11:30
a.m. Thursday focusing on
diversity in law programs and
how to recruit and retain
minority law students; and a
presentation of oral arguments
by the Tribal Appellate Court of
the Confederated Salish
Kootenai Tribes. The arguments are set for Friday at 1
p.m. in the Castles Center.

Martz may back tobacco tax to fund other programs
HELENA (AP) — Gov. Judy
Martz said Thursday she’s
willing to consider bending in
her opposition to a cigarette
tax increase because of concerns about those affected if
the money is not available for
programs serving the state’s
most needy.
“I have said I do not want
to raise taxes on cigarettes; I
am not going to raise taxes on
cigarettes,” she said during
her weekly news conference.
“But this session is not all
about me.”
She was responding to
reporters’ questions about her
position on a crucial tax bill
that appears headed for her

desk next week.
The measure imposes a tax
on car rentals and increases
the taxes on cigarettes and
motel rooms to help funnel
money into the budget for two
years and cover the initial
cost of income tax cuts similar
to ones she proposed.
Martz declined to say
whether she will sign the bill,
although earlier in the week
she said she supports what
lawmakers had done with it.
The Republican said that is
still her position, even though
Senate Bill 407 contains a
permanent 52-cent increase in
the cigarette tax to provide
the lion’s share of money in

the bill.
Martz said her distaste for
such a tax is not the only consideration in deciding
whether to sign the measure.
“If we don’t do this just
because of my own feelings
toward something, we are
going to hurt a lot more people than me,” she said.
She also said the bill’s cuts
in income and capital gains
tax rates will help the economy by encouraging businesses
to come to Montana and existing businesses to stay.
She disputed claims by
Democrats that the tax
breaks mostly benefit the
state’s richest residents.

Montana has just 184 millionaires and it would not make
sense to pass tax changes that
help just a small proportion of
the state’s more than 400,000
taxpayers, Martz said.
On another issue, Martz
said she still believes that a
pay raise for state employees
is out of the question, given
the budget problems facing
government.
“We do not have the money
to increase employees’ pay,”
she said. “I wish we did. I
think we’re just going to have
to stay where we are for two
years.”
Martz also repeated her
vow not to accept her auto-

matic pay raise scheduled for
July 1. “If employees don’t get
it, I don’t get it.”
Martz explained why she
had opposed a related bill
that needed to pass in order
for the pay raise to survive.
That measure would have
paid bonuses to some of the
state’s highest-paid workers
to quit, and used savings from
eliminating some of those jobs
to pay for the wage increase.
The bill would have ravaged the ranks of the state’s
most experienced employees
with the broadest institutional knowledge of government
operations, Martz said.
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Good dancin’ weather

Calendar
Friday
• “Life is Beautiful”:
The drama/comedy kicks
off the UC double feature
and will explore the wrongs
of past and present Nazi
movements. It starts at 7
p.m. “American History X,”
featuring a buffed-up
Edward Norton will follow
at 9 p.m. Tickets are $2 for
one movie and $3 for the
double feature to Griz Card
holders.

Saturday
•International
Wildlife Film Festival:
The weeklong screening
of 44 films begins Saturday.
Get to the Crystal to find
out what time particular
films are playing.
Matt Hayes/Montana Kaimin

Modern Dance class participants Nikki Rossignol (front legs) and Katie Swan (right) take advantage of the nice weather Thursday afternoon by practicing outside the PAR/TV Center. Modern dance closely resembles the style of ballet, but involves more tumbling, falling and
jumping.

‘Spirited Away’ spirited this columnist away

Pete Nowakowski
Rarely are there moments in
our lives that transcend any
comprehensible explanation in
words.
Last night I experienced one
of those moments.
For almost a year I have
been waiting to see Hayao
Miyazaki’s latest film “Sen to
Chihiro no Kamikakushi,” better known in the states as
“Spirited Away.”
I can’t say how good this
movie was without sounding
lame. The only way I can
explain is just to tell people to
go see it.
I had planned to see this
film, created by the greatest
mind in Japanese animation,
with two friends, one of whom
is Japanese. She mentioned
that the 2001 film was scheduled for release in the United
States. Because I have a passing interest in Japanese animation, particularly from
Miyazaki, whose notable films
include “Princess Mononoke,”
“Kiki’s Delivery Service” and
“My Neighbor Totoro,” I was
really excited, especially since
Mononoke was supposed to be
Miyazaki’s last film.
So why did I have to wait to
see it on DVD? Because
Americans are stupid, that’s
why. It was only here at the
Wilma for like a week, while
my lame big stupid Greek wed-

A Pointless Review
by: Eye Spy Staff

Digital Excretions

Column by

•Movies: see Friday.

ding played since August.
There is no reason why that
movie was as popular as it was
except that people in this country just love hype. They especially love hype that isn’t
flashy, blockbuster, summer
movie hype, but pseudo-independent-film-hollywood-in-disguise hype.
People in Missoula just love
to be independent, progressive,
original, whatever the euphemism for mass-hype-zombie
may be, but only when it’s the
hip thing to do. And when something truly original and fresh
comes along, sans hype, people
blow it off. Especially when it is
something like an animated
film.
God forbid people break out
of the Disney-perpetuated attitude that animated films are
strictly for kids, (and in Disney’s
case, their films are more often
than not, only a tool to make
money, toys, t-shirts and
straight to video sequels, never
mind the kids).
Ironically, Disney is responsible for the U.S. translation and
distribution of the DVD. To further the irony, this is the best
film with a Disney logo on it in
years and it isn’t even from their
studio. Though you couldn’t tell
by visiting the company’s
Website, which lists Disney as
the studio and self gratifyingly
lists the U.S. production personnel along with Miyazaki’s name
as writer and director.
Why is it that the hype-factory called the Academy Awards is
needed to bring attention to a
movie like “Spirited Away?” And
even after being the highest
grossing film ever in Japan, and
winning the Oscar for best animated film in the states, it doesn’t even make a dent in the box

office sales of 2003. Though
with such creative and epic
films as “Kangaroo Jack,” “How
to Lose a Guy in Ten Days,”
“Bringing Down the House,”
“Just Married” and “Final
Destination 2” in the top-10
grossing movies of the year, it’s
hard for any film to compete, let
alone one of the greatest animated films EVER.
After the Oscars, “Spirited
Away” once again hit the big
screens in Missoula, and it lasted one week at the Village Six.
Though, I can’t be too angry.
After bitching for an hour
because I couldn’t find a rental
copy that wasn’t checked out,
my girlfriend drove to Wal-Mart
and bought it (talk about lame,
nobody can escape American
consumerism, huh?).
So I finally saw the movie
and was amazed. It has such
depth and imagination. I can’t
begin to explain its beauty with
my horrible slacker generation
diction level. Even if I wanted
to, I couldn’t begin to cover the
subtleties of this movie, but a
few stand out that I feel comfortable commenting on.
One deals with exactly what
I mentioned earlier about hype
and the consumer mentality. In
one of the key moments of the
movie, Chihiro, the protagonist,
sees her parents turned to pigs
after they wander into what
appears to be an abandoned
theme park. Mom and Dad
decide it is OK, because Dad
has “money and credit cards” to
eat an unattended buffet of
food. Clearly a commentary on
consumer gluttony, her parents
unwittingly eat food of the spirits. And Chihiro soon learns,
after stumbling upon her transformed parents, that the theme
park is the location of a bath

house for the spirit world.
It is here where the imagination of Miyazaki explodes. The
bath house is a crossroads, and
good as well as evil entities visit
the place. In a refreshing break
from the standard good vs. evil
mentality that seems to be the
only basis for movies these
days, Chihiro doesn’t make any
ideological stands, but just looks
to survive long enough to free
her parents, save her friend
Haku and most importantly,
rediscover her name.
Chihiro’s name was captured
by Yubaba, a powerful witch and
matron of the bath house. The
power of words is possibly the
strongest message in this movie.
Miyazaki shows through
Yubaba’s deed that by taking
one’s name, you steal that person’s identity and power. This
concept, at times, seems lost in
our society when so much
emphasis is placed on material
and trivial things.
“Spirited Away” shows that
simple things like courage, perseverance and words are the
real power in one’s life.
But this is America, and cartoons and movies that don’t
have explosions, sex, blood or a
fake air of independence a la the
Sundance Film Festival don’t
matter.
— Talk about the power of
words — what do you think
about when you hear the words
“video game” or “cartoon?” Now
how about ‘interactive entertainment’ or ‘animation?’ Pete thinks
it’s funny how buzz words can
change how people visualize
things, and he is now going to
the computorial hardcopy output
device to reproducicate his electronical voice patterns onto
processed tree pulp.

You know what’s better than
talking to people? Listening to
automated voices telling you
useless crap that you could
give half of a flying fig about.
On a side note, scrambled eggs
are often better than sex.
PRODUCT: Qwest information guide at 523-9360.
If you have any free time at all,
spend it teaching Chef Boyardee to
folf. But if you have any free time
after that, you HAVE to check out
the information guide in the front
of your Qwest phone book. You’re
always four digits away from
knowledge about any subject.
PERFORMANCE: Here’s an
interesting thing or two we
found from each extension.
#1234: Time and Temperature.
It matched our reporter’s estimate of same, but the meteoroligist was unresponsive.
#9429: Hammer Toe.
It can be rigid or flexible. The
automated voice said, “the toe
bends painfully upward, and
sometimes runs in families.”
#1251 Handwritten Wills.
They’re legal in damn near 20
states and can be fill-in-the-blank.
#9201 Child’s First Visit to the
Dentist. If your child does not
have a positive first visit, it
could lead to a fear of dentists,
clowns, organized religion, all
shades of orange and ponies.
#6125 Movie Star Line.
During his free time, shining
star Vin Diesel plays chess and
rides the largest elephant in
the country.
#1071 Soap Opera - “Passions.”
Sharon is at it again.
#9596 Testicular Self Exam.
If one or both testicles are not
located during the exam, consult a physician.
#3320 Cruises - Attire & Packing.
If you have trouble lifting heavy
things, two smaller suitcases
are better than one big one.
VERDICT: You haven’t lived
until you’ve utilized this gift
from God. Memorize what all
the extentions say as soon as
possible.
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MCAT presenting first-ever Missoula film fest
Ira Sather-Olson
Montana Kaimin

Break out that dusty
Super 8 or that digital camera your grandma bought
you for Christmas, because
Missoula is going have its
first-ever locally produced
film festival.
The Missoula Film and
Video Festival, aka
“Missoulawood,” is to occur
on Friday, May 2 and
Saturday, May 3 at the New
Crystal Theater.
Joel Baird, coordinator of
the festival and general
manager at Missoula
Community Access
Television, said the film festival was created to
“encourage local video makers to celebrate their work
(and) to provide an opportunity for audiences to see the
rich variety of work being
produced in Missoula.”

Baird said he came up
with the idea for the film
festival and will receive all
entries and forward them to
the festival’s judge, Missoula
Independent arts editor
Andy Smetanka.
Smetanka hasn’t decided
his criteria for judging the
films yet, but said he will
make his criteria known
during the festival’s awards
ceremony. He also said more
attention might be paid to
the technical detail of the
films because they are locally produced.
“I have to take more time
to watch each film, (there
are some) unusual stories
and techniques out there ...
(it’s) tough to know what to
expect,” Smetanka said
regarding the content he
expects to see from local film
makers.”(The) film community is (still) trying to feel
itself out.”
Smetanka says he expects

to see MCAT-style documentaries, short works of fiction
and dramatic home movie
experiments, all produced
with the idea of airing the
films on TV.
One of the objectives of
the film festival is to include
of all types of films; the festival wants to attract as
many people as it can from a
variety of age groups, Baird
said.
The content of the films
include narrative fiction,
documentary, video art,
video poetry, animation
and claymation, among
others.
Some of the submissions
will come from local high
school students, who have
had the help and expertise
of MCAT media artist Mary
Canty.
This is Smetanka’s first
time judging a film festival,
and he said he will show
three of his own movies, but

they won’t be entered in the
competition.
The importance of local
cinema is that it is local,
Smetanka said. When they
film, local filmmakers take a
part of Missoula apart and
put it back together into
something new, he said.
Seeing the people and landforms of one’s own town on
film can also be gratifying,
Smetanka said.
Baird said he thinks this
film festival will be important to Missoula because it
“will increase awareness of
how much talent there is (in
Missoula).”
Baird said he thinks film
is an important medium
because in order for people
to grasp it, they need to see
it or make it. He said film
holds people hostage because
people need to have a
“hands-on” experience in
order to fully understand the
medium.

Smetanka hopes this film
festival will have an evangelical effect to help local
film makers “scratch that
artistic itch.” He said he
hopes the festival will get
more people interested in
making their own movies to
help make it bigger next
year.
“(It) records the things we
do and see and approximates
that,” Smetanka said of film.
“(It also has the) power to
slice and dice truths and
scenes in a new way.”
The submission deadline
for “Missoulawood” is Friday,
April 25, at 5 p.m.
It is open to any age, any
theme, any format and any
time length.
Work can be sent to
MCAT at 500 North Higgins,
Suite 105, ATTN: Missoula
Film and Video Festival,
Missoula, MT 59802.
MCAT’s phone number is
542-6228.

Griz Grad Send-off, Spring Thaw add up to fun for seniors
Erin Strickland
Montana Kaimin

OK seniors. You know it’s coming.
You’ve been waiting for it for so long
that you’ve probably even started
counting down the days.
You can almost taste graduation,
now only a month away.
And don’t say that the University of
Montana never did anything for you.
On Monday the Alumni Association
will throw a little send-off party for
graduating seniors as a congratulations for all your hard work. It’s also a
way to fill you in on what the Alumni
Association is all about, said Jodi

Johnson Moreau, the association’s outreach coordinator.
Because, well, you’re practically an
alum now.
There will be free bratwursts, sauerkraut, lemonade and lots of prizes to win
from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. in the UC Ballroom.
But there’s more. This year the Griz
Grad Send-off is running in conjunction with the Spring Thaw, a concert
planned by students in an entertainment management class in the School
of Business.
“The Griz Grad Send-off has helped
us, and vice versa,” said Sarah
McClure, a senior and communications
studies major in the class.
They have been taking an intense

weekend class (yes, they really have
had class on Friday night, all day
Saturday and even Sunday morning,
since the end of February) that teaches
them how to organize events. As part
of the project, they have to actually
coordinate one of their own.
So get ready. The Spring Thaw will
include performances by three different
musical groups. In addition, a corner of
the ballroom will be sectioned off as a
beer garden, sponsored by The Rhino.
Make sure to bring your valid ID.
The entertainment includes Paige
Wood, a former UM student who will
be opening for Willie Nelson this summer; Open to Closure, a local group
that has been earning itself a strong

following in Missoula (maybe you’ve
seen them at some local venues); and
The Clintons, a rock-and-roll band
from Bozeman that draws crowds
whenever it makes it to Missoula, said
McClure.
The send-off and concert are free to
graduating seniors.
After 7 p.m. there will be a $5 fee.
The money will go to next year’s entertainment management class so it can
have an operating budget that this
year’s class didn’t have, said McClure.
“We put a lot of work into this,”
McClure said. “It’s great to be able to
apply a class like this, especially if you
want to do event planning, which is
what I want to get into.”

Eye Spy Movie Review

‘Rabbit Proof Fence’ exposes dark side of Australian history
Louisa Kirby
for the Kaimin

History repeating itself?
Abduction, racism, escape ....
In 1995 the National Inquiry
into the Separation of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander
Children from their Families
was established in Australia,
and the final report “Bringing
Them Home” was released in
1997. It told of the thousands of
children who were forcibly
removed from their families in
an attempt to make Australia
“white.”
The film “Rabbit Proof Fence”
depicts one such removal. It’s the
true story of three little girls who
escaped their confinement in a
western Australian government
institution and walked 1,500
miles to get back home.
The film is about how 14year-old Molly Craig, her sister
Daisy and their cousin Gracie
were taken from their mothers.

The girls were “half-caste,” and
were taken away to the Moore
River Settlement to be assimilated by learning English,
Christianity and how to perform
domestic duties for white homes.
It was part of a plan to eliminate
the Aboriginal from Australia by
breeding half-castes with whites
for three generations until the
“black” was no longer visible.
The film is based on the book
by Doris Pilkington Gamimira,
Molly’s daughter, and is yet
another example of excellent
Australian film making, acting,
and cinematography. Directed by
Phillip Noyce (“The Quiet
American,” “Patriot Games”),
“Rabbit Proof Fence” won the
Australian Film Industry’s
award for best film, as well other
accolades including the New
York-based National Board of
Review’s award for best director.
Still, it took more than four
months after the national
release date for the film to be
shown in Missoula, just one
week before the release to video.

But don’t let your bank balance
influence your decision. Before
you head to Crazy Mike’s, understand that the vastness and
beauty of the Australian outback
is something you can only begin
to appreciate on the big screen.
The acting is outstanding
with superb performances by
Evelyn Sampi (Molly), Laura
Monaghan (Gracie), Tianna
Sansbury (Daisy) and David
Gulpilil as a Moodoo, the tracker.
The girls’ story will bring tears
to your eyes, and a few laughs.
You will feel a sense of triumph and guilt wash over you,
just as the director intended. So
while you tell yourself that it
was the actions of the backward
Australian government and you
are in no way responsible, you’ll
be trying to block out the
thoughts of how the Native
Americans were treated at the
hands of the white man.
But I am Australian, and the
film makes me ashamed and
homesick at the same time. The
treatment of indigenous

Australians is to this day a difficult topic for a nation of people
who have trouble apologizing.
“Rabbit Proof Fence” has been a
way for mainstream Australia to
be exposed to just one of the
thousands of child removals and
to consider saying “sorry.”
Unfortunately, instead of
encouraging a greater understanding of the Aboriginal experiences resulting from the
Stolen Generations, the professional and social success of the
film was clouded with controversy. In an effort to discover
raw talent, Noyce and his casting director ventured into the
outback to scout for “uncivilized” Aboriginal girls. In
Broome, western Australia, they
found Sampi, now 13, to star as
the lead.
After the casting, Noyce
moved Sampi to south Australia
to the film set. On the two occasions she ran away, the crew
went out to recover her, just as
officers are sent to find Molly in
the movie.

Noyce parallels the villain of
the film, the chief protector of
Aborigines in western Australia
named Mr. Neville (Kenneth
Branagh), or Mr. Devil as the
children called him.
True to the film’s theme, the
smart white man thought he
would educate the feral black
girl. Sampi didn’t know how to
read, so her lines were coaxed
out of her one at a time. After
the movie’s completion, Noyce
paid to have Sampi and her
cousin Antonia sent to a boarding school in Perth. Sampi hated
it and returned home.
Seventy years after Neville
authorized the removal of Molly
from her mother, Noyce did the
same to Sampi. Neville thought
he was doing best by the girls, as
did Noyce. But does Neville
deserve to be portrayed as the
devil just for living in an unenlightened time, while Noyce goes
home with the award for best
director?
“Rabbit Proof Fence” shows
nightly at the Wilma.
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Farewell advice: support all Grizzlies
Column by

Bryan Haines
For those of you who have
been wondering about my sudden reappearance in the pages of
the Montana Kaimin after being
absent for most of the semester, I
have been trying to get everything in order to graduate —
Which is harder than it sounds.
However, minus a writing exam
that is as welcoming as a case of
the clap, I’m elated to say that
I’m walking in May.
Actually, I would welcome a
case of the clap over that test,
which I have already failed once.
But after three years of deadlines missed, 3 a.m. nights
designing the sports pages,
dozens of GameDay interviews
(including one, which I am not
ashamed to admit, made me cry
during the interview — thank
you, Chris Snyder) and many
other experiences, I am leaving.

For good.
And it is with a heavy heart.
Three weeks ago I signed on
for one final tour of duty with
the Kaimin and, just as it was at
the end of last semester, it is difficult leaving.
I’ll miss everyone here at this
crazy institution known as the
Kaimin. There are too many people to name and too many reasons, but I thank them for giving
me control of the sports section
for close to two years. Without
their advice and support, especially during Monday mornings,
I would not be here today.
I’d also like to thank my professors, especially Michael
Downs and Carol Van
Valkenburg, for gleaning everything out of me they thought I
had.
Most of all though, I’ll miss
writing for you, the readers on
campus. Almost weekly for two
years you, the students, have listen to me rant and rave about
what I felt mattered and was
important.
Now I have one final grand
moment to vent what’s on my
mind, and then be gone. Here
goes.
First of all, to the students.
As fans, please stop being so
fickle. My first home football

game against Hofstra three
years ago, you nearly booed Joe
Glenn out of the stadium after
the Grizzlies suffered a 10-9 loss.
I watched as students avoided
the Adams Center as if it contained the plague during men’s
basketball games, then pretended to care after Don Holst was
fired. If the Grizzlies didn’t win
the Big Sky Championship,
would you have even noticed
that Holst was let go?
I don’t think so.
Support all UM’s athletes, not
just football. If 6,000 or more
students are willing to cram into
the corner of WashingtonGrizzly, where are you guys
come basketball, volleyball or
soccer season? Teams schedule
home games for a reason, so that
they have a home-field advantage because of their fans. Try
making that work a little better
next season.
Nothing too harsh or complicated. For the most part, the
fans here at Missoula are second
to none. But hey, even great
things can be fine-tuned. Look at
Pamela Anderson Lee.
Now on to athletes.
Please, cherish the fact that
you are wearing the maroon and
white of Montana. Millions of
athletes each year are forced to

hang up their cleats or sneakers
after high school, and yet here
you are, still playing. Consider it
an honor to be playing before
24,000 fans next season in
Washington-Grizzly Stadium,
with a statewide audience viewing from the comforts of their
sofa.
With that in mind, also
remember that you are not
Rasheed Wallace, Randy Moss
or Barry Bonds — despite the
fact that some of you act as
though you were. You are not
even Will Perdue. He plays professional sports; most of you will
not.
If you were that good, you
would be at Ohio State, Miami
or Arizona.
Athletes, you are students.
No more, no less. You are not
better than the person sitting
next to you in class, nor should
you be expected to be treated
differently. If it wasn’t for the
support of your fellow students
and the people of Missoula, you
would not be here today.
For the Grizzlies who have
already figured that out, and I
am thrilled to say it is most of
them, I thank you.
There’s my 2 cents. I am
through.
Goodbye, and good luck.

Baseball to face high-powered Weber State
Bryan Haines
Montana Kaimin

Runs were plentiful for the
University of Montana club
baseball team last weekend,
with UM scoring 33 runs in a
three-game sweep of Idaho last
weekend.
Too bad the team couldn’t
stockpile those runs for this
weekend.
UM is in Ogden, Utah, for a
four-game series with Weber
State, which is the powerhouse
of the Big Sky Conference,
according to UM coach James
Jones.
“They act like they are a big
league club,” Jones said. “It

takes our best game to beat
them.”
For the past three seasons,
Weber State has played in the
club baseball world series, finishing third last year. A vast
majority of their pitchers throw
over 90 mph, and they even
play in a professional park —
the Ogden Raptors’ minor
league facility, which seats
5,000 and is one of the finer
facilities UM will play in all
year.
Despite that, Jones is confident UM can go toe-to-toe with
Weber.
And with good reason.
Early this season, UM
knocked off Weber State in
Ogden. The results from last

weekend’s sweep are also
encouraging.
Matt Peak allowed just three
hits and one run in earning the
win in a 12-1 rout of the
Vandals. Peak was making his
first start since coming off the
disabled list two weeks ago.
Dustin Olson was also impressive on the mound. He gave up
three runs, keeping his ERA at
2.73.
Besides the solid pitching of
Peak last weekend, UM’s bats
also came alive.
Tanner Rausch went eight
for 12 in three games, hitting
two triples, a double and a
home run. Matt Salvi cashed in
at the plate as well, going six
for nine in two games.

The same type of effort will
be needed this weekend against
Weber State, Jones said.
“Hitting, pitching and
defense has to be there. We
can’t kick the ball around like
we usually do in the field,”
Jones said. “Our pitchers have
to work hard every batter; we
can’t take anyone for granted.”
Jones said that if Montana
can win three games this weekend in Ogden, UM should be in
position to be the No. 1 seed
heading into the Big Sky playoffs.
But his team needs to play
well all four games.
“We can’t be overwhelmed
like a lot of teams are,” Jones
said.

Rock, chalk, Tar Heel:
Track team to split for
Kansas fans say goodbye California, Spokane meets
LAWRENCE, Kan. (AP) —
Sure, Roy Williams thought
about staying in North
Carolina.
Why, he wondered, should he
risk the wrath of the Kansas
fans whose cries of “We love
you, Roy” turned to howls of
outrage when the longtime basketball coach decided he couldn’t turn down the Tar Heels for
the second time in three years?
But come back he did, for
Kansas’ team banquet and
awards ceremony Thursday
night _ and not even a lone cry
of “traitor” from the audience
could spoil his evening.
He received a standing ovation from the crowd of about
2,000, signed autographs and
shook hands for about 15 minutes after the 2 1/2-hour ceremony _ and spent a good part of
the night close to tears.

“I will admit that it’s difficult,” Williams said. “The easy
way out would have been not to
come, but I would never do that
to these players, because that
would not show the respect for
these players and what they did
and what they mean to me.”
Williams flew to Chapel Hill
on Monday for the announcement that he was going back to
his alma mater after 15 seasons
in Lawrence.
He returned Wednesday after
receiving an invitation to the
ceremony and banquet from
Kansas chancellor Robert
Hemenway.
On Thursday, several players
from past Kansas teams were
on hand to greet Williams with
hugs when buses carrying the
former coach and the team
arrived at the university’s Lied
Center for the Performing Arts.

Most of the University of
Montana track and field team
will travel to Spokane, Wash., on
Saturday, to take part in the
Whitworth College Open. Field
events and running events will
begin at 10 a.m. at the Pine
Bowl/Boppell Track.
“This meet will be a good
meet for our athletes’ confidence,” head track coach Tom
Raunig, said. “It will be good to
have a non-scored meet after two
straight scored meets. This
enables them to try different
events.”
Both the men and women
were scheduled to compete at the
Montana State Open this weekend. However, the renovation of
MSU’s track isn’t complete.
Besides Montana, other
schools at the Whitworth College
Open will include: Eastern
Washington, Gonzaga,

Whitworth, Idaho, Lewis-Clark
State, Whitman College and
Community Colleges from
Spokane.
In addition to the athletes
traveling to Spokane, seven will
head to California this weekend
to compete in two meets. Renee
Dunn, Suzanne Krings, Andrea
Huntley, Jas Gil, Ted Cordeiro,
Pete Hamilton and B.J. KcKay
will go to California.
This group will compete at the
Springco Long Beach
Invitational on Friday before
participating in the Mt. SAC
Relays on Saturday and Sunday.
Following this weekend, the
track team will compete in the
Cougar Invitational on April 25,
then host a dual with Montana
State on May 3.

—Kaimin Sports Staff

By
the
Numbers

80
The number of plays
that will be featured
in Friday
afternoon’s Griz
football scrimmage.
See ya at 3:30 at
Washington-Grizzly
Stadium.

600
The number of
die-hard Griz fans at
last Saturday’s
football scrimmage.
By the Numbers
would sneer at all
the people who
don’t realize it’s
track season, but By
the Numbers was
there, too.

7
Pairs of pants Griz
receiver Dane Oliver
has ruined during
four years of
practices by
slipping, sliding and
scuffling his way
into the end zone.

$1,005,965
Amount the Grizzly
Alumni Association
expects to bring in
this year.

1
The number of
Europeans on the
Grizzly tennis team.
There’s also two
Canadians, three
South Africans, one
Indian and one
Samoan.

50
Years Americans
have enjoyed the
marshmallowy
goodness of Peeps.
Happy Easter!

kaiminsports@hotmail.com
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UM Jester Jack Holland is lifted up into the air while practicing line outs Thursday afternoon at Dornblaser Field. The Jesters have been on a tear as of late, outscoring their opponents from last weekend
127-0.

The Jesters
don’t
joke around
The University of Montana club destroyed
their competition at the Spokane Fools Fest tournament
and scared Gonzaga into forfeiting the last game

Story by Marina Mackrow
Photos by Bret Ferris

T

he University of Montana
club rugby team dominated
the Fools Fest tournament so
devastatingly that the championship
game was forfeited to them, giving the
Jesters their fourth straight tournament victory heading into a match-up
against their biggest rivals, the
Missoula Maggots.
During last weekend’s tournament
in Spokane, the Jesters outscored their
opponents 127-0 in three games.
Team president Lance Oaas credited the team’s success to unselfish play,
patience and good leadership on the
field.
“We had exceptionally hard
defense,” Oaas said. “A lot of rookies
stepped up to play who don’t normally

Jake Millan stands on the sideline and observes his fellow Jester teammates before resuming practice. UM’s rugby team
hopes to carry their ongoing success all the way into next week when they play in-town rivals the Missoula Maggots.

get to because of injuries.”
The Jesters’ first victim was
Western Oregon, which the Jesters
beat handily, 48-0. Oaas said Western
Oregon was inexperienced but decent.
“Our backs and forwards played
hard to walk all over them,” Oaas said.
In the second match of the tournament, the Jesters faced their toughest
opponent, the University of Idaho.
However, near the beginning of the
match, the Jesters’ defense hit Idaho’s
best player so hard he left the game.
“They realized we hit hard,” Oaas
said. “Coming out and hitting hard
sets momentum.”
The Jesters maintained complete
control and won the match 27-0.
For their third and final opponent,

the Jesters took on 43rd State, a club
from Boise.
“We were outweighed by twice our
weight,” Oaas said. “These were huge
guys.”
But with younger forwards and the
speed of the backs, the Jesters scored
at will, Oaas said. The Jesters beat
43rd State 54-0.
The Jesters should have moved on
to play Gonzaga University in the
championship game, but Oaas said the
Zags wanted nothing to do with them.
“Playing in a men’s union gives us
an advantage,” Oaas said. “We play
against men and get hit a lot harder
and then we turn around and do it to
the college teams.”
At the end of the tournament, play-

ers are awarded the Man of the
Tournament and the Rookie of the
Tournament honors. However, Oaas
said, he and Jesters team captain Erik
Nelson could not choose just one player for each category.
“Everyone is the Man of the
Tournament and all the rookies are
Rookies of the Tournament,” Oaas said.
Thirteen Jesters scored in the weekend’s tournament. Scoring multiple
times were Pat Ryerson, Saul Steuer
and Beau Pallister.
After the non-existent championship
game, Oaas said, the team banded
together and won the party.
“There were many rookies running
their Zulus,” Oaas said. “The naked
runs around the parties.”
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tuition low, they disagreed on
how to do so. Schilke and Cole
Price favor working closely with
local legislators, while Flint and
Gale Price hope to reach those
of smaller constituencies. Flint
said he and ASUM Sen. Dustin
Frost looked at bringing ASUM
and other campus representatives to small towns to show
legislators there the importance
of funding higher education, a
project Flint and his running
mate hope to continue.
Each side attacked the
other’s approach to the
Legislature. Cole Price pointed
out that while he and Schilke
had lobbied and spoken directly
with Montana’s legislators,
Flint and Gale Price worked
mostly with congressmen on
the national level.
Flint said ASUM’s approach
during this legislative session
had been too partisan and
pointed out that not even
ASUM’s hired lobbyist had
bothered to speak with
Montana’s Senate majority
leader.
The teams also disagreed on
corporate sponsorship on campus.
“We got screwed,” Schilke
said of the Coca-Cola contract

Fees
Continued from Page 1

own supplies.”
However, UM art student
Dana Rothrock said the fee
increases will affect her.
“As it is now I already
have to go out and buy extra
brushes and other supplies
for my classes,” she said.
“But as an art student you
don’t really have a choice. If
you are going to get your
painting done, you need to
have paint.”
Lacey Nerdig, a freshman
minoring in art, said she
The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out
any money.

signed by University of
Montana administration this
year. She cited a lack of student
input as a major reason for her
opposition and said the
University should look at other
ways of funding.
Flint responded by saying
that one of his proudest
moments as an ASUM senator
was when the Senate voted
down a resolution in support of
the Coke boycott.
The presidential candidates
agreed that Grisss Ride, the
late-night bus service that
transports students between
campus and downtown, should
be continued. They disagreed
on how to pay for it.
Flint said sponsorship is an
alternative to the proposed $2
transportation fee to keep
Grisss Ride alive.
Schilke agreed that sponsorship of Grisss Ride would be
good, but said the UM administration, a co-sponsor of the bus
line, forbids sponsorship. If
ASUM took control of Grisss
Ride, the biggest problem would
be funding to sustain the bus,
she said. Schilke and Cole Price
favor a $2 transportation fee
that would be enforced as long
as demand for Grisss Ride
remained.
Candidates addressed severwasn’t enthused about the
increases, either.
“As far as art being my
minor, I’m going to have to
dish out money for those
classes no matter what, but
on top of paying higher
tuition, that’s just silly,” she
said. “I guess I understand,
though.”
Mallory said even though
the increases are necessary,
she doesn’t like them any
more than the students.
“We hope students won’t
see it as being gouged one
more time,” she said. “We
don’t like doing it, but it is
just the cost of business.”

HELP WANTED
WANTED

LOST. Gray & black women’s North Face fleece.
Possibly on campus before spring break. Reward! 8291480

Up to $500/wk preparing mailings, P/T. Not sales.
Flexible schedules. (626) 294-3215

Wondering
about
intramural
standings?
www.umt.edu/campusrec/intramural.htm
Curry Health Center provides completely confidential
health care. No information goes to anyone, ho how,
nowhere, without your permission. Curry Health
Center Call ahead for an appointment. 243-2122
GETTING MARRIED? Brides, get your premarital blood
work done at the Curry Health Center. The charge is
just $7.00 if you have paid the Health fee. Call 2432122 for an appointment.
WANT TO MAKE A STATEMENT? Thoughtful buttons,
bumper-stickers and posters. The Peace Center. 519
S. Higgins

WANTED - Responsible individual, prefer college student over 21 years old. Must be hard working and
experienced. Assist housekeeper with cooking and
housekeeping at Lake Coeur d’Alene home. Work
June 5 through September 15. Live in - separate cottage and meals provided. At least 40 hours per week.
Wages $8.50 per hour. Nonsmoking. Send resume to
Coeur d’Alene Land Company, Box 2288, Coeur
d’Alene, ID 83816
Movie Extras/Models Needed! Earn $150-450/day.
Print modeling, music videos, and extra positions.
Local Castings. No Experience Necessary! Call 1-888820-0164 x1090
BE A BARTENDER Must be 18yrs+ Earn $15-30/hr. 1-2
week program. Job placement. Flexible hours, get
certified. 406-728-TIPS (8477)

BUBBLE TEA! BUBBLE TEA? BUBBLE TEA!! Fun, new,
fruit smoothie-like drink. Tropical flavors and more.
Find it at JAVA KAI on SW Higgins between Bi-Lo &
Wagner’s. Come ‘Taste the Aloha’

SCHOOL BUS DRIVER & BUS ATTENDANTS Part time
positions available, flexible hours, and we’ll train
you. Give a great bunch of kids the lift they need!
Apply at: Beach Transportation 825 Mount Ave. 5496121

JAVA KAI is now home to the World Famous NANI’s
Shave Ice. Hawaiian Style Shave Ice with all the Island
Flavors. Find us in the palm trees in the parking lot
between Bi-Lo and Wagner’s on SW Higgins.

WANTED: 5 motivated students looking for summer
work. Good $$, college credit & experience. Call 5432940.

HAWAIIAN SHAVE ICE! NANI’s Shave Ice is now available at JAVA KAI. Find us in the palm trees in the
parking lot between Bi-Lo and Wagner’s on SW
Higgins. Come ‘Taste the Aloha.’
Grizzly Pub Crawl!! Saturday 7:00pm to 2am.
Festivities start at the Montana Lounge in the Holiday
Inn Parkside. Don’t Drink and Drive, sucka.

al issues particular to ASUM.
Flint compared ASUM’s year,
which featured a high senator
resignation rate, to his experiences in the Army ROTC.
“If I was a field general and
my men were quitting left and
right, it would reflect poorly on
my ability as a leader,” he said.
“Students want change.”
Business manager candidates Wolff and Singer tackled
issues like organizational fund-

Brother
Continued from Page 1

A U.S. intelligence official,
speaking on condition of
anonymity, said Hasan had been
an adviser to Saddam’s regime
since 1998 but had a shaky relationship with his half brother
and was not part of the regime’s
inner circle.
He was a representative to
the United Nations in Geneva
from 1989 to 1998. He headed
Iraq’s Mukhabarat intelligence
service from 1979 to 1983, a period when the organization
arranged executions of regime
opponents in Iraq and overseas,
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LOST & FOUND

PERSONALS

Bret Ferris/Montana Kaimin

ASUM president and vice president candidates, Aaron Flint (middle) and Gale Price (left), watch on as business manager candidate, Matt Singer (right), answers a question during a debate held in the UC Thursday afternoon. The final
elections will be held Wednesday and Thursday numerous locations throughout campus.

$ALASKA$ Seafood processors needed for summer
Salmon season. Expenses paid, lots of OT, no exp req.
Interviews near you soon. Call for info 509-922-8805
EOE

SEEKING EXP. MUSICIANS for summer collaboration.
Earn $500+, meals, lake cabin lodging in western MT.
Drum, bass, piano, sax, cello, violin, viola. Multiple
instruments, music read, backup vocals all a plus.
mirthfulmayhem@hotmail.com. 243-5039 for details.
Now hiring manufacturing labor, construction labor,
concrete labor, office, clerical. Call Work Force 5433590. We interview Monday-Thursday, 10:00am-noon.
WORK FOR THE KAIMIN!! The Kaimin Business Office
is now hiring for next semester. The following positions are available: Business Manager, Office
Assistant, Classified Ad Coordinator, Production
Assistant, and Advertising Representatives. Pick up
your application in Journalism 206.
FOSTER CARE PROVIDER NEEDED - Opportunity
Resources Inc. is looking for a non-smoking person
with no pets who is interested in providing Foster
care for a 48 year old adult female with a developmental disability in her home. ORI will provide a generous monthly stipend that is tax free. This individual
will have 30 hours a week of direct care staff support
as well as generous respite time each month and year.
A long-term commitment is desired. Please come by
the office at 2821 South Russell Street and pick up an
application. Please direct questions to Jenn Reynolds
or Jenece Jacobs-Sharkey at 721-0791. Position open
until filled. Applications available at OPPORTUNITY
RESOURCES, INC., 2821 S. Russell, Missoula, MT
59801. Extensive background checks will be completed. NO RESUMES. EOE.

dates got personal.
“The issue at hand is, what
do students want?” Schilke
said. “I think that got a little bit
lost today.”
Flint and Gail Price said
that despite the insults, there
were no hard feelings between
the teams.
“I like Christy and I like
Cole, and that’s what makes
this election exciting,” Flint
said.

the official said.
Brooks provided scant details
of how Hasan was nabbed, saying that he was taken in
Baghdad and that U.S. special
forces were aided by Marines. He
said there were no casualties.
Last week, U.S. warplanes
bombed a building west of
Baghdad where Hasan was
believed to be living.
Another of Saddam’s three
half brothers, Watban Ibrahim
Hasan, was captured earlier by
U.S. forces. The third has not
been found.
The search for weapons of
mass destruction continued in
Iraq, but Rumsfeld said he
doubted any would be found
until Iraqis lead American forces

to them. The Bush administration cited the desire to eliminate
such weapons as one key reason
for going to war.
“I think what will happen is
we’ll discover people who will tell
us where to go find it,” he said.
“It is not like a treasure hunt
where you just run around looking everywhere, hoping you find
something.”
Hans Blix, the chief U.N.
weapons inspector for Iraq, urged
the U.S.-led coalition to allow his
team back into the country, saying it would increase the credibility of any weapons discoveries.
The team left Iraq just before the
war, after several months of
work.

K A I M I N C LA S S I F I E D S
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Prepayment is required. Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu.
Off Campus
Student/Faculty/Staff
$.90 per 5-word line/day R A T E S $1 per 5-word line/day
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.
PROFESSIONAL PROOFREADING/EDITING. $1.00/page
542-0837
31 year old NYSE firm Legal Service Broker.
Comprehensive Mentoring and Training. Fax/Email
Resume to: hr@pinner1.com 1-888-870-5890

FOR SALE
Yamaha tenor saxophone. In great shape, hardly ever
played. $800. Call Matt @ 728-7448
Washer/Dryer $200/OBO. 721-2516 or 239-6247 Ask
for Adeline or Chris

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTOMOTIVE
‘84 Mercedes 500SEL, 4dr, 120K, loaded. Reliable!
$3400/offer. 728-4001
1997 Jeep Wrangler SE 4x4, removable hard top, 5
disk CD, new tires, forest green. Pay what I owe: 7K.
Call Elijah 721-5972, 546-3207 cell phone
1983 Honda Civic, 4-door, runs, good tires, body
needs work. $550 OBO. Call 721-4730
1997 HONDA CIVIC EX, 105K miles, great condition,
runs excellent, CD player, $6500 or take over payments. Call Morgan @ 543-1103/240-5144
1998 SUBARU LEGACY “L” SEDAN, 77K miles, great
condition, runs excellent, CD player, ski rack and
cable chains included, take over payments. Call
Morgan or Denise @ 543-1103/240-5144

COMPUTERS

SERVICES
SERVICES
CARPET CLEANING Average apartment $35-$45. Call
Ken 542-3824 21 years experience.

E-mail CLASSIFIED ADS To: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu

ing and interpretation of
ASUM’s fiscal plan. The candidates agreed that funding
should be determined less by
membership and more by the
organization’s impact on campus. They also agreed that the
fiscal plan contains some outdated rules that should be
amended.
Schilke and Cole Price
admitted that the forum wandered off track as the candi-

Have a Mac? Have Problems? Call Peet at 370-4566.
Reduced rates for students and contract work. Also
willing to trade.

FOR RENT
ROCK CREEK CABINS
www.bigsky.net/fishing

$22-$55/night

251-6611

Come talk to the rental experts, Professional Property
Management, for a free listing of available properties! professionalproperty.com or 2685 Palmer Street,
Ste. B., Missoula, MT 721-8990
Summer Sub-lease studio, close to downtown.
Furnished? Call Chris 721-5657

ROOMMATES
ROOMMATES NEEDED
2 roommates needed for summer. 4BD, 2 bath condo,
W/D, $312.50/mo + 1/4 utilities, no deposit. Call
Angie 544-6085

MISCELLANEOUS
Summer Workstudy at Children’s Shelter. Duties
include laundry and light cleaning. Shifts available
are M-Sun, 9-midnight and midnight-6:30am. Call
549-0058
JAVA KAI Espresso UNDER THE PALM TREE on SW
Higgins Between Bi-Lo & Wagner’s. Come ‘Taste the
Aloha’
JAVA KAI Prepaid Drink Cards $12 in drinks for 10
bucks, $25 in value for $20. Find us under the palm
trees on SW Higgins between Bi-Lo and Wagner’s.
Come ‘Taste the Aloha’
Models Wanted. Hair Show April 26-27, 2003 Call: 406541-8383 for more information
Missed Gilmore Girls on Tuesday, April 15th. Anybody
have a tape of it? Call Ben 721-6677

E-mail DISPLAY ADS To: kaiminad@kaimin.org

